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SEC/2014/3/0519 
 

LANCASTER UNIVERSITY 
 
 

Academic Standards and Quality Committee 
Minutes of a meeting held on 9 July 2014 

 
 

Present: Professor A Chetwynd (Chair) 
Professor G Blower 
Dr G Brown 
Mr I Denny 
Mr C Cottam 
Dr C Edwards 
Professor L Hendry 
Dr J Howard 
Dr R Lauder 
Professor C Milligan 
Mr J O’Neill 
Professor M Shackleton 
Mrs L Wareing 
 

In attendance: Mr S Allan (for item ASQC/2014/28) 
Mr S Cresswell 
Ms J Anstee (Secretary) 
 

Apologies: Professor G Johnes  
Ms K Fenton 
Mr A Okey 
Professor M Wright 

 
 
SECTION A INTRODUCTORY ITEMS 
 
 
ASQC/2014/21 Minutes 
 

Document:  SEC/2014/3/0392 
 
The minutes of the meeting held on 6 May 2014 were confirmed as 
an accurate record. 
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ASQC/2014/22 Matters arising 
 

22.1 Chair’s communication to the Target and Fee Setting Group on the 
deadline for postgraduate fees (minute ASQC 14.4.3 refers) 
 
The Chair reported she had spoken with the Chair of the Target 
and Fee Setting Group regarding the deadline for setting 
postgraduate fees.  The Group had agreed these could be set in 
October and the Chair of the Group was in discussion with the 
Associate Deans as to the exact timing of this. 
 

22.2 Provision of faculty ATR reports to the Director of Communications 
and Marketing (minute ASQC 14.6.3 refers) 
 
The Director of Communications and Marketing had been sent the 
faculty ATRs for 2012-13 (undergraduate and postgraduate). 
 

22.3 Chair’s communication on the incorporation of outcomes from 
monitoring and review into the planning process (minute ASQC 
14.7(i) refers) 
 
The Chair reported she had spoken with the Deputy Vice-
Chancellor concerning the incorporation of relevant outcomes 
from ATR into the planning process.  He had confirmed that the 
University was considering how best to do this.  It was noted that, 
in addition to mapping ATR onto the planning process, the 
University was introducing an annual review of research which 
would also feed into the planning process. 
 

22.4 External examiners’ electronic access to students’ coursework 
(minute ASQC 15.5 refers) 
 
ASQ had investigated this matter on behalf of the Committee.  It 
was noted the issue had been raised by one external examiner and 
that the matter had been addressed by the department for next 
year’s examining. 
 

22.5 University’s requirement for coursework to be marked and returned 
within four weeks (minute ASQC 14.6.2 refers) 

 
22.5.1 Following discussion at the May meeting of the Committee on the 

timely return of coursework to postgraduate students, the Chair 
noted that University policy for coursework to be marked and 
returned to students within four weeks applied to undergraduate 
students only, and that the Committee might wish to consider 
whether or not this policy should be extended to postgraduate 
students.  It was noted that any distinction in student entitlement 
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between undergraduate and postgraduate students was becoming 
blurred in those cases where undergraduate Master’s programmes 
students on their final year were taught alongside standard 
Master’s students. 

 
22.5.2 The Committee agreed that the issue of whether or not the 

University’s policy on the marking and return of coursework 
within four weeks should be extended to postgraduate students 
was a matter for further discussion.  This should be included in the 
business of the Committee for 2014/15 and referred to the 
faculties for initial discussion. 

Action: Director QA&E 
 

22.6. Assessing students’ contributions to group work: good practice 
(minute ASQC 15.3 refers) 

 
22.6.1 Good practice in assessing group work, particularly in regard to 

how to take account of students’ individual contributions, had 
been referred by the Committee to DoGS-AG and DUGS-AG for 
further consideration.  The Committee received a note of the 
Advisory Group discussions and a report from the Dean for UG 
Studies.  It was noted that old CELT guidance on this area was still 
being used within the University and that this was currently being 
reviewed by OED. It was also noted that FHM had commissioned 
OED to produce a podcast for students on group work. 

 
22.6.2 The Committee noted the work being done by OED in updating its 

guidance on the assessment of group work, and agreed that the 
most appropriate way forward was for it to support faculty and 
departmental teaching and learning fora in discussions on this 
topic and to disseminate its guidance on effective practice via such 
discussions. 

 
Action:  JH 

 
 
ASQC/2014/23 Report on Chair’s Action 
 

23.1 The Committee noted the two items of Chair’s Action taken since 
the meeting of the Committee held on 6 May 2014, as detailed in 
23.2 and 23.3. 

 
23.2 Amendment to Appendix 5 of the Undergraduate Assessment 

Regulations (Translation of grades from exchanges programmes) 
 
On the recommendation of the Dean of UG Studies, the Chair had 
approved a minor update of Appendix 5 (Translation of grades 
from exchange programmes) in order to align it with the 
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Undergraduate Assessment Regulations with regard to the 
procedure for considering candidates in a borderline classification 
range (with effect from 2013/14). 

 
23.3 PQR schedule 2013-2017: Amendment to schedule 

 
The Chair had approved minor amendments to the PQR schedule 
2013-2017 in order to:  (i) incorporate OED into the schedule; and 
(ii) move the review for the Management Development Division, 
previously scheduled for the academic year 2013/14, to 2014/15 
in order to take account of its reorganisation into the Lancaster 
Leadership Centre. 

 
 
SECTION B ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION 
 
 
ASQC/2014/24 Annual Teaching Reviews 2012/13: Summary of institutional 

issues 
 

Document:  SEC/2014/3/0476 
 

24.1 The Committee received the summary list of institutional issues 
raised in faculty undergraduate and postgraduate ATR reports for 
2012/13.  These had been taken directly from the reports, and the 
Committee’s task was to agree a final version for University action 
and monitoring by the Committee.  In doing so, members were 
asked to consider if all the issues raised were reasonable and valid 
and whether congruent issues could be combined for the purposes 
of taking action. 

 
24.2 Once the final list had been agreed by the Committee, any issues 

outstanding from the 2011/12 ATRs would be combined with it to 
form a comprehensive summary of actions for monitoring 
purposes.  The summary would be discussed with the new Pro-
Vice-Chancellor (Education) and the Director of Quality Assurance 
and Enhancement over the summer.  The incorporation of 
institutional issues arising from the University’s analysis of 
external examiner reports and the NSS and other relevant surveys 
would also be considered. 

 
Action:  ASQ 

 
24.3 The Committee reviewed the issues listed and noted that progress 

had been made with a number of these since the faculty ATR 
reports were produced.  Actions identified as a result of the 
Committee’s discussions would be incorporated into the 
monitoring list. 
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24.3.1 Issue 1:  Postgraduate marketing advice. It was reported the 
Director of Communications and Marketing was currently liaising 
with departments on the provision of marketing support.  It was 
also noted that this aspect was being incorporated into the 
University’s review of postgraduate provision.  (Being addressed) 

 
24.3.2 Issues 2 and 3:  Implementation and outcomes of the new 

Undergraduate Assessment Regulations.  The Committee noted that, 
as reported at the recent meeting of The Standing Committee of 
Senate, staff were generally satisfied with the implementation and 
outcomes of the new Undergraduate Assessment Regulations. In 
addition, external examiner reports from the last two years had 
indicated general levels of satisfaction with the new regulations.  
Two specific matters had been highlighted this year for review: 
(i) the year abroad grade regulations; (ii) additional guidance on 
the submission of special cases to Senate (whereby departments 
are able to make a recommendation for a different classification 
than would be awarded through the strict application of the rules).  
Notwithstanding work to be undertaken on these two specific 
matters, the Committee agreed that it would be appropriate to 
instigate a full review of the new regulations in a year’s time. 

 
Action:  Director of QA&E 

 
24.3.3 Issue 4:  Review of the central PGR appraisal system.  The 

Committee noted that progress on this had already been made and 
that a new system was scheduled for introduction in 2014.  (Being 
addressed) 

 
24.3.4 Issue 5:  Lack of a central electronic attendance monitoring system.  

It was reported that resolution of this matter was tied up with the 
requirements of the UK Border Agency.  The Committee agreed 
the Head of Student Registry should be asked to provide an update 
report to the Committee on what the constraints were, with a view 
to the development of a system. 

 
Action:  Head of Student Registry 

 
24.3.5 Issue 6:  Review the support provided for English language skills.  

The Committee noted that the issue was not just about English 
language skills, but also about the provision of study skills support 
in general.  The Committee agreed the provision of such support 
should be reviewed and that it would be appropriate to refer the 
matter to the new Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education). 

 
Action:  Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education) 
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24.3.6 Issue 7:  Students’ awareness of available support services.  The 
Committee noted that this issue was related to the previous item 
on academic support and should be considered in conjunction with 
this. 

 
Action:  Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education) 

 
24.3.7 Issues 8-13:  The provision of suitable teaching space, including 

specific requirements around laboratory-based disciplines and 
matters relating to the Faraday Building. 

 
The Committee noted there was a cluster of reported issues 
around facilities, some general and some very specific.  It was 
noted that the University had engaged an external consultant to 
review space requirements with individual departments.  The 
Committee agreed to refer issues 8-13 to the relevant contact in 
Facilities and to request a report on the matters raised for 
consideration by the Committee at the September meeting. 
 

Action:  Facilities 
 
24.3.8 Issue 14:  Space allocation in academic timetabling. Professor 

Hendry reported that she had a meeting scheduled with the Head 
of Student Based Services to review issues concerning timetabling 
for first year teaching.  The issue had also been raised by FASS in 
relation to Part II module choices. 

 
24.3.9 Issue 15:  Some low NSS scores in relation to library and IT provision.  

The Chair reported that the library had reviewed low NSS scores 
for its provision and had identified a series of actions to be taken in 
response to this. 

 
24.3.10 Issue 16:  Timely receipt of external examiner reports for ATRs.  The 

Academic Registrar reported that ASQ did chase outstanding 
reports; however any particular difficulties and/or examples of 
good practice elsewhere would be welcomed.  Dr Howard noted 
that the new online training resource being developed by OED 
would help to reinforce the requirement for examiners to submit 
their reports on time.  The Academic Registrar also reported she 
was reviewing the appointment letter and the University’s 
reporting requirement could be emphasised here also. (Being 
addressed) 

 
24.3.11 Issue 17:  Timing of the receipt of the ATR dataset.  This had now 

been addressed.  The Planning Support Unit would, from now on, 
update the (undergraduate) annual datasets by May; a further 
update would be provided by the end of July to take account of the 
June results.  (Addressed) 
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24.3.12 Issue 18:  Modernisation of departmental exam board arrangements 
and requirements.  The Committee noted the report from the 
Academic Registrar that the Committee of Senate would be 
maintained for one more year at least, with a review of 
examination boards to take place in 2014/15. 

Action:  ASQC 
 
24.3.13 Issue 19:  Timeliness of the Standing Academic Committee 

procedure.  It was noted that the timing of the Standing Academic 
Committee procedure did not always enable departments to 
provide timely support to students undertaking reassessment. The 
Committee agreed the timing of procedures for the Standing 
Academic Committee should be reviewed. 

 
Action:  ASQC 

 
24.3.14 Issues 20 and 21:  Develop and roll out QA policy and processes 

covering partnership arrangements/Monitor and manage 
appropriate participation of partner institutions in the ATR process.  
The Committee noted the Academic Registrar’s report that work 
on both these matters was in progress. 

 
Action:  ASQ 

 
24.3.15 Issue 22:  Widen student engagement with LUMES.  The Chair noted 

that a reporting system for LUMES results had been introduced 
which enabled students to view reports on the results of student 
evaluations. It was hoped this would improve student engagement 
with this aspect of their studies.  (Addressed) 

 
24.3.16 Issue 23:  PGR completion data to be routed to faculties in a way that 

enables it to be considered by all relevant faculty committees. The 
Committee discussed the provision of this data, which seemed to 
have become fragmented; previously four-year completion rates 
were provided in January, February and March, which was helpful 
to departments in encouraging students to complete in time.  The 
Committee agreed that the Head of Student Registry should be 
asked to provide a report to the Committee on the provision of this 
data. 

 
Action:  Head of Student Registry 

 
24.3.17 Issue 24:  Timely setting of PG fees.  This matter had previously 

been dealt with by the Committee (minute ASQC 14.4.3 refers).  
(Addressed) 

 
24.3.18 Issue 25:  New incentives for PG applications.  This matter had 

previously been dealt with by the Committee (minute ASQC 14.4.3 
refers).  (Addressed) 
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24.3.19 Issue 26:  Difficulties in collecting and using alumni data.  It was not 

clear what the precise nature of these difficulties was. The 
Committee agreed the matter needed to be investigated further 
with the faculty concerned. 

 
Action:  ASQ 

 
24.3.20 Issue 27:  Formulation of University distance learning policy.  The 

Committee agreed to refer the matter to the new Pro-Vice-
Chancellor (Education) for consideration. 

 
Action:  Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Education) 

 
24.3.21 Issue 28:  Reinforce policy on encryption to address concern raised 

by external examiner in relation to the distribution of clinical 
material.  The Associate Dean for FHM reported that ISS already 
had a very clear policy on this and that the relevant staff would be 
reminded of this. 

 
Action:  Associate Dean UG Teaching (FHM) 

 
 
ASQC/2014/25 Associate College quality overview report 2013/14 
 

Document: SEC/2014/3/0394 
 

25.1 The Academic Registrar presented the annual quality overview 
report 2013/14 for the Associate Colleges (Regional Teaching 
Partnerships).  This report collated issues arising from annual 
reports on quality and standards for College provision (such as 
external examiner reports, annual programme reports, and 
programme consultant reports).  Issues arising out of these reports 
tended to coalesce around matters of equivalence of standards and 
the nature of the FD and the one-year top-up programmes.  CPTC 
would be considering the report at its meeting in September and 
would be monitoring the actions to be taken by the Colleges. 

 
25.2 The Committee noted that the partnership agreements with both 

Colleges terminated in July 2015 and that the University would be 
conducting a review of both partnerships prior to this.  A central 
issue was the extent to which an HE culture had developed within 
the Colleges, particularly in relation to staff research and 
scholarship activity. 
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ASQC/2014/26 Proposed revisions to the University’s Plagiarism Framework 
 

Document:  SEC/2014/3/0475 
 

26.1 The Committee received a proposal to revise the University’s 
Plagiarism Framework for implementation at the start of the 
2014/15 academic year.  Dr Brown introduced the proposal which 
had been put together by a Working Group set up for the purpose 
and he gave his thanks to Dr Dunning-Lewis who had chaired the 
Group.  The proposal also necessitated some changes to the 
University’s regulations on plagiarism.  The faculties and the 
Students’ Union had been consulted on the proposed changes and 
all had broadly endorsed or welcomed the revised Framework.  
Other common messages from the consultation were: 

 
(i) all faculties commented on the tension between allowing 

sufficient flexibility for academic judgements to be made at 
departmental level and the potential for inconsistency in 
operation which could lead to inequity across the 
University; 

(ii) all had highlighted the need to provide additional guidance 
in various areas and the importance of training for 
academic and involved support staff; 

(iii) all had suggested minor edits to aid clarity, most of which 
could be considered to be non-contentious; 

(iv) FASS and FHM had emphasised the need for any PSRB 
requirements to take precedence in this area. 

 
26.2 In reviewing the proposal to allow more flexibility for staff to be 

able to deal with cases of poor academic practice at departmental level 

(thus facilitating guidance and feedback to students on this aspect of 

their work), the Committee discussed whether or not the proposals 
struck the right balance between flexibility and consistency.  It was 
felt that the increased flexibility was appropriate, but that more 
guidance should be given to enable departments to apply 
judgements consistently. 

 
26.3 The Committee considered the options open to the Academic 

Officer in those cases where it was considered that a plagiarism 
offence or academic malpractice had occurred.  A concern had 
been raised that option 1, which required the student to resubmit 
the work or carry out other work for a maximum of a pass mark, 
could advantage a student who was found to have plagiarised over 
one who had failed honestly.  (The honest student who had simply 
failed would be required to take a resit.  This would normally 
involve a different task from the original and the overall module 
mark would be capped at the pass mark.)  The Committee noted, 
however, that option 1 as proposed was the same as in the current 
Plagiarism Framework.  The possibility of removing this option 
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altogether and awarding a mark of zero for the work with no 
opportunity for resubmission (which was option 2) was discussed.  
Members felt, however, that they could not take such a decision 
without further consultation on the matter.  It was agreed, 
therefore, not to change the options as set out.  Guidance on the 
criteria to be used to decide between the options would be helpful. 

 
26.4 A further issue had been raised whereby a student on the fourth 

year of an integrated Master’s programme who was found to have 
plagiarised in final year work could, potentially, avoid the 
consequences by changing their registration to the three-year 
Bachelor’s programme and graduate with a Bachelor’s degree.  The 
student could then enrol on a PGT programme with no record of 
misconduct.  Whilst noting the potential for this to happen, the 
Academic Registrar felt that if the student had met all the 
requirements for the award of a Bachelor’s degree the University 
could not penalise the student.  It was also noted that there was 
the potential make a comment on the student’s record if the 
offence was serious enough and to make comment in any reference 
on the entirety of the student’s period of study. 

 
26.5 The Committee approved the revised Plagiarism Framework for 

implementation in 2014/15, subject to minor edits to be made in 
order to aid clarity.  The Committee noted that: 

 
(i) additional guidance needed to be provided to departments 

in those areas highlighted by faculties as requiring this; 
(ii) there was a training requirement associated with the 

revised Framework; 
(iii) revisions to the University Rules and regulations arising out 

of the changes to the Plagiarism Framework would be 
submitted to the ASQC meeting on 9 September for 
approval. 

 
It was agreed that the Dean of UG Studies would make the minor 
edits to the Plagiarism Framework and circulate these to the 
Committee for approval; and, in liaison with the Chair of the 
Working Group and the incoming Director of Quality Assurance 
and Enhancement would arrange for a report on the training 
requirement to be provided to the September meeting of the 
Committee. 
 

Action:  GBr 
 
The revisions to the University Rules would be submitted to the 
September meeting for approval. 
 

Action:  ASQ 
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26.6 The Students’ Union was requested to review its documentation on 
plagiarism to make sure this was in accordance with the revised 
Framework. 

 
Action:  JO’N 

 
26.7 Following discussion of this item, the Chair noted that this was the 

last meeting for the Dean of UG Studies.  She thanked him on behalf 
of the Committee for all his excellent work and achievements over 
the period of his tenure. 

 
 
ASQC/2014/27 GDGWI attendance policy 
 

Document:  SEC/2014/3/0386 
 

27.1 The Committee received for approval detailed attendance 
procedures for GDGWI which would make class attendance 
compulsory with the penalty that failure to achieve the required 
level of attendance would prohibit students from participating in 
assessment and examinations.  Approval in principle had been 
given to a policy on this matter by the Committee at its meeting in 
November 2013, subject to certain provisos being written into a 
set of detailed procedures to be drawn up by Student Registry in 
liaison with GDGWI.  These had now been agreed with GDGWI and 
were presented to the Committee for discussion and approval. 

 
27.2 The Committee noted that the procedures established a 

transparent process for students with procedures for exemptions 
and exclusion clearly laid out.  There was a phased penalty 
structure for non-attendance. The Committee also noted that 
parents/guardians could be informed and consulted about a 
student’s non-attendance.  This reflected cultural norms and the 
fact that students in the main lived with their parents whilst 
studying. Students would be aware of this procedure. 

 
27.3 It was noted that the action available to the GDGWI Standing 

Academic Committee (GD-SAC) whereby they could advise the 
student to consider intercalation or withdrawal could be taken at 
the first offence stage as well at the stages for further offences.  
The Committee accordingly advised that this potential action be 
included in all relevant stages in the section on penalties. 

 
27.4 The Committee discussed the possible action available to the GD-

SAC for a third or further offences to cap the element mark of any 
module for which attendance had been insufficient to no more 
than a pass mark.  It was agreed the example given to explain this 
was confusing and should be reworded. 
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27.5 It was agreed that the names of GD-SAC members should be 
replaced by the job titles of members in order to future-proof the 
procedures. 

 
27.6 The Committee approved the GDGWI attendance procedures as 

detailed, for implementation at the start of the 2014/15 year, 
subject to the minor amendments being made as agreed. 

 
Action:  ID 

 
 
ASQC/2014/28 Creating a scheme for professional development and recognition 

for teaching 
 

Document:  SEC/2014/3/0332 
 

28.1 The Committee received for information a paper from OED on 
periodic formal reporting and consultation on the development of 
a scheme for professional development and recognition for 
teaching.  The paper outlined the approach to be taken and the 
timeline for project activities leading up to accreditation of the 
scheme with the HEA in June 2015.  Timetabled activities included 
consultation with the faculties and other stakeholders. 

 
28.2 The aim of the development plan was to: 
 

(i) accredit an efficient and robust CPD route to the four 
categories of the UK Professional Standards Framework; 

(ii) reaccredit the University’s taught provision routes with the 
HEA (the Supporting Learning Programme and the 
Postgraduate Certificate in Academic Practice); 

(iii) embed professional recognition via strategic University 
processes. 

 
It was noted that the ITPs were included in the scheme. 
 

28.3 For the CPD route the intention was to utilise existing processes, 
e.g. peer observation, in order to support engagement with the 
scheme.  Overall, it was intended the scheme would provide 
opportunities to enhance individuals’ practice as well as ‘badge’ it 
for purposes of recognition.  The Committee noted the importance 
for the scheme to keep abreast of the latest developments in 
pedagogy and teaching technologies, particularly in relation to 
distance learning. 
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28.4 The Committee endorsed the development plan as set out in the 
paper and requested that OED provide periodic progress reports 
to the Committee.  Dr Howard also invited colleagues to maintain a 
direct dialogue with OED on the existing scheme and the 
development of the new one. 

 
ASQC/2014/29 CETAD Postgraduate programmes: Proposed amendment to APL 

policy 
 

29.1 The Committee received a proposal from the Faculty of Health and 
Medicine to increase the amount of credit which could be claimed 
towards a target award for CETAD postgraduate programmes via 
APL, from one-third to one-half. CETAD already had in place 
existing rigorous procedures for the recognition of prior learning, 
as set out in the document.  The Academic Registrar reported the 
proposal was in line with the QAA Quality Code. 

 
29.2 The Committee approved the proposal as set out in the document. 

It noted that the lower limit of one-third would still apply to all 
other programmes in the University and that policy on this would 
be reviewed following research into practice elsewhere. 

 
 
SECTION C ITEMS TO NOTE 
 
 
ASQC/2014/30 Report on PQRs undertaken 2013/14 
 

Document:  SEC/2014/3/0331 
 
The Committee noted a report on the implementation of the new 
PQR methodology in 2013/14.  The individual PQR reports would 
be presented to the Committee in September.  The Academic 
Registrar confirmed that the outstanding reports for LEC and DHR 
were being addressed. 

 
 
ASQC/2014/31 HER Steering Group notes: 13 May 2014 
 

Document: SEC/2014/3/0393 
 
The Committee received for information the notes of the HER 
Steering Group meeting held on 13 May. 
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ASQC/2014/32 Update on review of procedures for review and appeals, student 
complaints and fitness to practice 

 
Document:  SEC/2014/3/0331 
 
The Committee noted the progress report from the Pro-Vice-
Chancellor (Colleges and the Student Experience) and the 
Academic Registrar on the University’s review of its procedures for 
review and appeals, student complaints and fitness to practice.  
Amongst other things, the Academic Registrar reported that she 
would be consulting with the Students’ Union on the inclusion of 
student members on appeal panels. 

 
 
ASQC/2014/33 New Committee chair 
 

The Chair reported that, as from 1 August, she would be stepping 
down as chair of the Committee.  The new Pro-Vice-Chancellor 
(Education), Professor Sharon Huttly, would become the new 
chair.  As the new Provost of Student Experience, Colleges and the 
Library, Professor Chetwynd, would continue to be a member of 
the Committee. 

 
 
ASQC/2014/34 Date of next meeting 
 

4 September 2014, 2.00 p.m. to be held in the John Welch Room. 


